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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a privacy-preserving identity-based redactable blockchain
(PIRB), the first identity-based redactable blockchain that supports flexible policies while maintaining
accountability. Based on digital identities, PIRB enables a knowledge owner to set one policy for
a batch of users while preserving policy privacy. Furthermore, similar to state-of-the-art solutions,
PIRB draws inspiration from the proxy re-encryption technique to enforce user accountability. The
design of PIRB entails addressing two primary technical challenges: firstly, achieving a flexible policy
while upholding policy privacy; secondly, establishing accountability measures. To tackle the former
challenge, we propose an enhanced identity-based encryption scheme that integrates polynomial
function techniques. To address the latter challenge, a distinct identifier is generated for each user
and subsequently concealed within the user’s secret key. Specifically, following existing schemes, we
present the first scheme PIRB-I to cater to one-way access control scenarios, empowering owners to
define access policies for designated editors. Additionally, recognizing the needs on the editor side
for owner selection, we enhance PIRB-I through the introduction of matchmaking encryption, thereby
supporting bilateral access control in a framework denoted as the second scheme PIRB-II. Notably,
PIRB-I and PIRB-II involve a trade-off between computational and communication complexities.
Specifically, when contrasted with PIRB-I, PIRB-II facilitates editors in owner selection, thereby
mitigating editors’ communication overheads at the cost of increased computational overheads
during policy generation and matching. Theoretical analysis demonstrates the inherent trade-off
complexity and the resilience exhibited by PIRB-I and PIRB-II against chosen-plaintext attacks.
Extensive experimentation on the FISCO blockchain shows that, compared with the state-of-the-art
works, PIRB-I and PIRB-II achieve 200 times and 100 times computational efficiency improvements
and 50 times and 60 times communication efficiency improvements on average, respectively.

Keywords: redactable blockchains; digital identity; privacy preservation; accountability

1. Introduction

Currently, the growing interest in blockchain has led to its increasing identity-based
applications, i.e., authentication [1–3], database service [4–7], and health monitoring [8,9]. In
these applications, blockchain techniques introduce essential features such as immutability,
anonymity, and traceability. To illustrate, consider a scenario in which Alice and Bob
engage in the storage, exchange, and management of data through a blockchain-based
digital identity scheme on a database [10–12]. Immutability serves to safeguard the security
of the submitted digital assets. Simultaneously, anonymity ensures identity privacy for
the submitter. Furthermore, traceability effectively thwarts any malicious attempts at data
submission. Hence, it is obvious that blockchain techniques exhibit significant potential in
identity-based scenarios.

The imperative requirement of redactability in identity-based blockchains has gained
prominence in the realm of data security. This requirement harmonizes with the stringent
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regulations represented by the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [13,14], aiming
to uphold users’ right to be forgotten and mitigate the dissemination of malicious data.
To elucidate, within the framework of an identity-based blockchain on a knowledge mar-
ketplace [15], individuals such as Alice, who are knowledge owners, seek to endow their
data with an expiration date, thereby preserving their value and veracity. In addition, in
the event of Alice introducing malware into the blockchain, the blockchain administrator,
Bob, should possess the capability to revoke Alice’s malicious data. Alice also needs the
capacity to set flexible access policies for editors while preserving privacy to preclude the
misuse of editing privileges. Furthermore, to prevent malicious data erasure or tampering,
the scheme must effectively institute mechanisms of accountability. Notably, there is a
specific concern that Bob, with edit privileges, may exploit the system by maliciously
erasing or altering Alice’s data for personal gain. These scenarios underscore the crucial
role of redactability and accountability in identity-based blockchains, despite the significant
challenges they pose.

To satisfy the requirements of an identity-based redactable blockchain, several schemes
have been proposed. Chen et al. [16] presented an identity-based chameleon hash scheme
without key exposure. Building upon [16], Zhou et al. [17] introduced an innovative
identity-based fine-grained redactable blockchain framework. However, the existing
identity-based schemes fail to support one policy for a batch of users, thereby constraining
the flexibility of privilege distribution, which results in significant overheads when dealing
with a batch of users collectively. Additionally, these schemes lack support for account-
ability, opening the door to potential malicious behaviors. Consequently, our attention is
directed toward attribute-based redactable blockchain schemes that facilitate the implemen-
tation of flexible policies. Derler et al. [18] initially introduced the policy-based chameleon
hash (PCH) approach, harnessing chameleon hash with ephemeral trapdoors (CHET) and
attribute-based encryption (ABE). Seeking to bolster accountability, Xu et al. [19] intro-
duced the identity-based signature with existential unforgeability. The access policies in
these schemes achieve high flexibility. Regrettably, none of the existing attribute-based
schemes have provisions for the preservation of policy privacy [20], potentially leading
to privacy breaches when applying existing attribute-based methodologies directly to
identity-based scenarios. Specifically, treating each identity as an attribute, during the
edit phases of attribute-based redactable blockchain schemes, the policy matrices must be
utilized in plaintext. This not only exposes the policy context and size, thus compromising
privacy, but also divulges the identities of suitable users during the match process, which
can further cause secret key forgery and information leakage, jeopardizing public trust
in the blockchain-based digital identity platform. As an illustrative example, within an
identity-based blockchain system designed for medical services, Alice, a patient, stores her
medical records on the blockchain. She sets a policy that grants the editing privilege to Bob,
the designated doctor responsible for ensuring that the records align with Alice’s current
health condition. However, a potential vulnerability arises with policy disclosure, wherein
Bob’s identity becomes susceptible to exposure following an editing action. Specifically, if
an attacker gains access to the policy’s content, they can extract the list of authorized editors’
identities and verify that Bob’s identity is among them, which could potentially facilitate
fraudulent activities and pose threats to the identity-based system’s security. Furthermore,
while both the existing identity-based and attribute-based schemes concentrate on one-way
access control scenarios, none of them satisfies the need to select suitable owners on the
editor side to reduce communication costs. This limitation impedes the broader application
of redactable blockchain techniques in bilateral access control scenarios, which has become
a practical requirement [21–23]. Hence, as shown in Table 1, the research gap pertains to
the proposition of an identity-based redactable blockchain with the support of flexible
policies while preserving policy privacy, achieving accountability, and supporting bilateral
access control.
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Table 1. Comparison with redactable blockchain schemes.

Scheme Paradigm Policy Privacy Accountability Flexible Policy Access Control

[24] public-key-based 8 8 8 one-way

[18] attribute-based 8 8 4 one-way

[25] consensus-based 8 4 4 one-way

[26] attribute-based 8 4 4 one-way

[27] attribute-based 8 4 4 one-way

[28] attribute-based 8 4 4 one-way

[29] attribute-based 8 8 4 one-way

[19] attribute-based 8 4 4 one-way

[16] identity-based 4 8 8 one-way

[30] identity-based 4 8 8 one-way

[31] identity-based 4 8 8 one-way

[17] identity-based 4 8 8 one-way

PIRB-I identity-based 4 4 4 one-way

PIRB-II identity-based 4 4 4 bilateral

The symbols 4 and 8 in Table 1 represent “support” and “not support”, respectively.

The realization of a practical identity-based redactable blockchain presents three
distinct challenges that need to be addressed. Firstly, integrating redactable blockchain
functionality within identity-based scenarios requires the formulation of a scheme that
supports flexible access policies while upholding policy privacy. Precisely, the scheme
should facilitate one policy for a batch of users. Secondly, to enhance the scheme’s integrity,
accountability measures must be introduced, thereby enabling the imposition of penalties
upon users found engaging in malicious behaviors. Thirdly, to meet the imperative of
minimizing editors’ communication overhead, it becomes crucial to endow editors with
the capability to set policies for owner selection. Consequently, the realization of bilateral
access control presents itself as a challenge.

In response to the prevailing challenges, we propose a privacy-preserving identity-
based redactable blockchain scheme with accountability. Specifically, we summarize our
contributions as follows.

• To tackle the challenges, we present a privacy-preserving identity-based redactable
blockchain based on the chameleon hash with ephemeral trapdoors, denoted as PIRB,
which contains two schemes, PIRB-I and PIRB-II. With an identity-based encryption
scheme introduced, PIRB-I facilitates one-way access control, while PIRB-II achieves
bilateral access control while upholding match privacy preservation. Moreover, we
leverage the polynomial function technique to support one policy for a batch of users.

• To mitigate the potential misuse of editing privileges for malicious behaviors, the
proxy re-encryption technique is introduced as an accountability mechanism.

• A formal theoretical analysis establishes the correctness, security, and complexity
of PIRB. Correctness analysis proves the necessary and sufficient conditions for the
accurate operation of PIRB, contingent upon the fulfillment of the policy by the
identity-based attribute. Security analysis demonstrates that PIRB concurrently up-
holds trapdoor privacy, identity privacy, policy privacy, and match privacy under
the chosen-plaintext attack model. Additionally, complexity analysis presents the
computational and communication complexity of both PIRB-I and PIRB-II, comparing
them with two existing attribute-based redactable blockchain schemes. Empirical
experiments corroborate our scheme’s practical efficiency enhancements.
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Organization. In this paper, we present a comprehensive overview of our work,
organized as follows. The problem formulation, which includes the system model, threat
model, problem statement, and design goals, is introduced in Section 2. Next, we introduce
the preliminaries, which present the definition of the chameleon hash with ephemeral
trapdoors and identity-based encryption, in Section 3. Subsequently, Section 4 is dedicated
to the detailed construction of PIRB-I and PIRB-II. In Section 5, a formal theoretical analysis,
which thoroughly analyzes the correctness, security, and complexity of PIRB-I and PIRB-II,
is provided. In Section 6, we present a thorough performance evaluation. The related works
are introduced in Section 7. Finally, we give the conclusions of this paper in Section 8.

2. Problem Formulation
2.1. System Model

Within our system, the central emphasis lies on the consortium blockchain, a frame-
work commonly employed for data sharing. The operation of our system is conducted
under the oversight of multiple authoritative nodes, ensuring privacy preservation. As
depicted in Figure 1, the system model of PIRB encompasses four primary entities: consor-
tium nodes, knowledge owners, knowledge editors, and service nodes. These entities are
elaborated upon as follows.
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Figure 1. System model of PIRB.

Consortium Node. The responsibility for key generation and the allocation of virtual
identities rests with the consortium nodes. These nodes also uphold accountability by
managing the association between virtual and actual identities, disclosing such information
publicly when required. Typically, these consortium nodes are endowed with authorization
due to their representation of prominent enterprises, thereby considered to be fully trusted.

Knowledge Owner. Knowledge owners encompass both entities and individuals who
submit data into the blockchain. These proprietors have the authority to grant specific users
the edit privilege through the formulation of an identity-based access policy concurrent
with the generation of the data hash.

Knowledge Editor. The task of a knowledge editor involves proficiently matching
authorized data for editing with corresponding trapdoors of CHET, utilizing service nodes.
Subsequently, in finalizing the edit, the knowledge editor calculates a valid message for the
edited data, ensuring that all checks hold while maintaining the original data hash.

Service Node. Service nodes are responsible for storing and updating the blockchain,
as well as overseeing proxy re-encryption and matching services for knowledge editors.
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Specifically, these nodes decentralize the storage of the blockchain and, when engaging in
edits, they ensure data consistency through a consensus protocol. Importantly, they also
preserve the integrity of the original records for accountability.

2.2. Threat Model

The consortium nodes are bestowed with full trust, engaging in interactions solely
through secure channels. Functioning as data submitters, the knowledge owners are also
fully trusted. The service nodes are honest-but-curious. This implies that these service
nodes faithfully execute computations and adhere to protocols yet concurrently harbor an
intent to gather privacy-related information from other entities. Specifically, while matching
appropriate editors to messages, the service nodes endeavor to attain the ability to modify
messages, thereby attempting to procure unwarranted privileges. Additionally, the service
nodes strive to ascertain the identities of users along with deducing interrelationships
among these users via the outcomes of matches. Notably, the knowledge editors are
positioned as untrusted entities. To elaborate, a knowledge editor endeavors to gain editing
rights for messages for which the owners have not been granted. Furthermore, even an
editor who possesses edit privileges may exhibit malicious behaviors, seeking to evade
subsequent repercussions. It is imperative to acknowledge that the service nodes are devoid
of collusion capabilities with other entities, as well as any inclination to feign legitimacy as
valid knowledge owners or editors.

2.3. Problem Statement and Design Goals

Certain regulations necessitate the redactability of blockchains for effective manage-
ment. Nonetheless, the inherent structure of hash links imposes substantial constraints
on the redactability, striking a balance between security and flexibility. To address this
challenge, some solutions have been proposed in the form of attribute-based redactable
blockchain schemes. However, within an identity-based framework, the absence of a
redactable blockchain scheme remains conspicuous. Moreover, a straightforward adapta-
tion of existing attribute-based schemes is deemed infeasible due to the potential privacy
vulnerabilities in identity-based scenarios. Specifically, considering each identity as an
attribute, during edit phases in attribute-based redactable blockchain schemes, the utiliza-
tion of policies for plaintext purposes lacks the preservation of the policy context and size
privacy, consequently enabling the potential inference of the suitable editors’ identities.
Thus, the main challenge lies in devising a privacy-preserving identity-based redactable
blockchain solution that encompasses trapdoor privacy, identity privacy, policy privacy,
and match privacy, all while upholding accountability. We delineate a set of design goals
as follows.

Privacy. The preservation of privacy in PIRB is of paramount importance, encom-
passing trapdoor privacy, identity privacy, policy privacy, and match privacy. Specifically,
regarding trapdoor privacy, PIRB ensures that an editor’s access to the trapdoor of CHET
from the ciphertext is contingent upon the satisfaction of the owner’s requirements by the
editor’s identity and policy. Concerning identity privacy, PIRB ensures that only the consor-
tium nodes possess the capability to differentiate the actual identity of a participating user
from that of their peers. Both users and service nodes remain incapable of distinguishing,
in the absence of consortium nodes, the submitting owner or editor from other entities.
Turning to policy privacy, PIRB prevents any derivation of the user’s policy content or size
from the ciphertext. With only a user’s ciphertext, discerning a fitting identity for the policy
or ascertaining the precise policy dimension becomes an infeasible task. Lastly, match
privacy necessitates that service nodes remain devoid of any information in instances where
an editor fails to match a message. Within the binary access control scenario, the failure of
a match prevents service nodes from distinguishing the fitness of the owner’s or editor’s
identity.

Utility. The design of PIRB should prioritize flexibility and efficiency. It should be
capable of accommodating one-way and bilateral access control, while also supporting
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one policy for a batch of users. The core services within the PIRB framework, i.e., hash
generation, match, and edit, should be executed with optimal efficiency. It is crucial
that the PIRB system delivers these services accurately, with minimal computational and
communication overheads.

Accountability. If a case of malicious editing behavior is identified within the PIRB
system, appropriate penalties can be enforced through a traceable process. In the context
of such misconduct, the consortium nodes possess the capability to ascertain the actual
identity of an anonymous editor.

3. Preliminaries
3.1. Chameleon Hash with Ephemeral Trapdoors

The chameleon hash (CH) [32] empowers a message to be edited without changing its
hash. Specifically, the public key and its trapdoor are generated first. To compute the hash
of a message m, a randomness r is selected for m, and the hash h can be generated with
(m, r). To replace m with m′, an editor needs to obtain the trapdoor and compute a new
randomness r′ for m′ where the hash of (m′, r′) is still h. To improve trapdoor security, the
chameleon hash with ephemeral trapdoors (CHET) [33] was proposed. For each message
m, a unique ephemeral trapdoor is generated to preserve the edit privilege from the leakage
of the long-time trapdoor. The security of CHET is described in detail in [34]. In our
constructions, we employ CHET to achieve the desirable property of redactability within
the blockchain. The definition of CHET is presented as follows.

Definition 1. CHET: The scheme CHET consists of five algorithms (PPGen, KTGen, Hash,
Verify, Edit).

PPGen λ → ppCHET: On inputting the security parameter λ, PPGen outputs the public
parameter ppCHET.

KTGen ppCHET → (pkCHET, ltdCHET): On inputting the public parameter ppCHET,
KTGen outputs the public key pkCHET and the long-term trapdoor ltdCHET = d1.

Hash (pkCHET, m) → (etdCHET, h, r): On inputting the public key pkCHET = e and the
message m ∈ M, Hash outputs the hash h = (h1, h2), the randomness r = (r1, r2) and the
ephemeral trapdoor etdCHET = d2, whereM is the massage space. Specifically, for z ∈ {1, 2},

hz = Gz(m)re
z mod Nz,

where Gz : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗Nz
, Nz = pzqz, edz ≡ 1 mod (pz − 1)(qz − 1).

Verify (pkCHET, m, h, r) → V: On inputting the public key pkCHET, the message m, the
hash h and the randomness r, Verify outputs the result V ∈ 0, 1.

Edit (ltdCHET, etdCHET, m, m′, h, r)→ r′: On inputting the long-term trapdoor ltdCHET =
d1, the ephemeral trapdoor etdCHET = d2, the message m, the edited message m′, the hash h and
the randomness r, Edit outputs the new randomness r′ = (r′1, r′2). Specifically, for z ∈ {1, 2},

r′z =
(

hz
(
Gz
(
m′
))−1

)dz
mod Nz,

to ensure that Gz(m′)r′z
e mod Nz = Gz(m)re

z mod Nz = hz. Therefore, m is edited to m′ without
changing the hash h.

3.2. Identity-Based Encryption

Identity-based encryption (IBE) [35] allows users to set the identity-based access policy
for their ciphertexts without the traditional public key so that the need for the certificate
authority is mitigated. In our constructions, we utilize IBE to implement an access control
mechanism for the trapdoors of CHET. The definition of IBE is presented as follows.

Definition 2. IBE: The scheme IBE consists of four algorithms (Setup, KeyGen, Encrypt,
Decrypt).

Setup λ → (ppIBE,mskIBE): On inputting the security parameter λ, Setup outputs the
public parameter ppIBE = (P, sP) and the master secret key mskIBE = s.
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KeyGen (ppIBE,mskIBE, ID) → (pkCHET, skCHET): On inputting the public parameter
ppCHET, the master secret key mskIBE and a user’s identity ID ∈ {0, 1}∗, KeyGen outputs the
user’s secret key skID = sQID, where ID is used as a public key.

Encrypt (ID, m) → c: On inputting the user’s identity ID and the plaintext m ∈ M,
Encrypt outputs the ciphertext c ∈ C as

c = (c0, c1) = (rP, m⊕ e(sP, QID)
r),

whereM is the plaintext space and C is the ciphertext space.
Decrypt (skID, c) → m: On inputting the user’s secret key skID and the ciphertext c,

Decrypt outputs the the plaintext m′ as
m′ = c⊕ e(rP, sQID) = m,

3.3. Polynomial Function

The polynomial function technique allows one policy to match with multiple roots.
Specifically, to hide a secret t, the owner selects roots x1, x2,· · ·, xn as the keys of access
control and computes

f (x) = r
n

∏
i=1

(x− xi) + t =
n

∑
l=0

al xl ,

where r is a random value. Subsequently, the owner submits the coefficients {al}n
l=0. Then,

a user with the root xu ∈ {xi}n
i=0 can compute

f (xu) =
n

∑
l=0

al xl
u = r

n

∏
i=1,i 6=u

(xu − xi) · (xu − xu) + t = t,

to recover the secret t. Otherwise, the user cannot obtain t. In our constructions, we
leverage the polynomial function technique to attain flexible policies, wherein one policy
can be applied to a batch of users.

4. Proposed Schemes

In this section, we introduce the detailed design of the two schemes of PIRB, PIRB-I
and PIRB-II. The notations are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Notations and descriptions.

Notation Description Notation Description

Ψ The description of the bilinear map. epkCHET,j Owner uj’s ephemeral public key ofCHET.
mpk The master public key. etdCHET,j Owner uj’s ephemeral trapdoor of CHET.
msk The master secret key. rskk Editor uk’s edit re-encryption key.
U The set of all users. mj Owner uj’s message.
Ui The set of user ui’s authorized editors or interested owners. hj The hash of mj.
N The preset maximum policy size. rj The randomness of mj.
ni The number of elements in Ui. Tj Owner uj’s match ciphertext.
IDui User ui’s identity. Tj,0 Owner uj’s trapdoor ciphertext.
VIDui User ui’s virtual identity. Tj,1 Owner uj’s search ciphertext.
skIBE,i User ui’s secret key of IBE. Tj,2 Owner uj’s return ciphertext.
rskIBE,i User ui’s re-encryption key of IBE. Kk Editor uk’s match key.
pkCHET,j Owneruj’s long-term public key of CHET. Rk,j Editor uk’s match result with owner uj.
ltdCHET,j Owner uj’s long-term trapdoor of CHET. Rk The set of editor uk’s match results.

4.1. Proposed PIRB-I
4.1.1. Main Idea

PIRB-I is a privacy-preserving identity-based redactable blockchain scheme with
accountability and one-way access control. The consortium nodes first exchange the
identity-based secret keys to the users and the associated re-encryption keys to the service
nodes simultaneously as the basis of policy generation. Then, a number of knowledge
owners generate the match ciphertext with identity-based policies while computing the
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hashes and submitting the messages to the service nodes. When a knowledge editor
requests the edit privilege, the editor computes the match key and submits it to the service
nodes. After receiving the match key, the service nodes operate a match with the re-
encryption key and return the match result to the editor. Finally, the editor decrypts the
result and computes the new randomness to edit the message without changing the hash.

4.1.2. Detailed Construction

PIRB-I consists of seven phases, i.e., Setup, KeyGen, Hash, Verify, Match, Edit,
Trace. The workflow of PIRB-I is shown in Figure 2.

1.1. Setup
𝜆 → mpk,msk

1.2. Setup

𝜆 → pkCHET,j, ltdCHET,j

2. KeyGen
msk, 𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑖 → 𝑉𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑖 , skIBE,i, rskIBE,i

3. Hash

pkCHET,j, skIBE,j, 𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑗 , 𝑉𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑗 , 𝑚𝑗 , 𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑖 𝑢𝑖 ∈ 𝑈𝑗

→ epkCHET,j, etdCHET,j, ℎ𝑗 , 𝑟𝑗 , 𝑇𝑗

4. Verify

epkCHET,j, 𝑉𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑗 , 𝑚𝑗 , ℎ𝑗 , 𝑟𝑗 → 𝑉𝑗

5.2. Match

𝑉𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑘 , 𝑇𝑗 , 𝐾𝑘 → 𝑅𝑘

5.1. Match

skIBE,k, 𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑘 → rskk, 𝐾𝑘

6.1. Edit
𝑅𝑘 → (𝑚𝑗

′, 𝑟𝑗
′)

6.2. Edit

𝑉𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑘 , 𝑇𝑗 → 𝑀𝑘,𝑗
′

𝑉𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑗 , skIBE,j

epkCHET,j, 𝑉𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑗 , ℎ𝑗 , 𝑟𝑗 , 𝑇𝑗

𝑉𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑘 , 𝐾𝑘

𝑉𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑘 , skIBE,k

𝑅𝑘

𝑉𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑘 , 𝑉𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑗 , 𝑚𝑗
′, 𝑟𝑗

′

𝐾𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑙𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 𝑂𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑗 𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑢𝑚 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝐾𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑙𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑘

𝑉𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑗 , rskIBE,j ,

𝑉𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑘 , rskIBE,k

7. Trace
𝑉𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑘 → 𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑘

Figure 2. Workflow of PIRB-I.

Setup λ → (mpk,msk, pkCHET,j, ltdCHET,j): The consortium nodes cooperate to gen-
erate a description of the bilinear map Ψ = (p, g,G,GT , e), where e : G×G → GT , and
select two hash functions H1[·] : {0, 1}∗ → Zp and H2[·] : GT → {0, 1}∗. Subsequently, the
consortium nodes select a random value s ∈ Zp as the master secret key msk and select

(g
1
s , H1[·], H2[·], Ψ) as the master public key mpk.

Simultaneously, every knowledge owner generates a long-term trapdoor for chameleon
hash with ephemeral trapdoors (CHET). Specifically, knowledge owner uj selects primes
ej, pj,1, qj,1 and set Nj,1 = pj,1qj,1. Then, uj computes dj,1 that ejdj,1 ≡ 1 mod (pj,1 − 1)(qj,1 − 1)
as the long-term trapdoor of CHET ltdCHET,j, chooses a hash function Gj,1 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗Nj,1

and selects (Nj,1, ej, Gj,1) as the long-term public key pkCHET,j.
KeyGen (msk, {IDui |ui ∈ U}) → ({VIDui |ui ∈ U}, {skIBE,i|ui ∈ U}, {rskIBE,i|ui ∈

U}): For each user in the user set U, including each knowledge owner, the consortium nodes
generate a secret key. Specifically, for user ui ∈ U with identity IDui , the consortium nodes
generate a virtual identity VIDui randomly. Subsequently, the consortium nodes select
random value si,0 as ui’s re-encryption key rskIBE,i and compute gsi,0sH1(IDui ) as ui’s secret
key skIBE,i. Then, the consortium nodes send (VIDui , skIBE,i) to ui and (VIDui , rskIBE,i) to
the service nodes via a secure channel.

Hash (pkCHET,j, skIBE,j, IDuj ,VIDuj , mj,{IDui |ui ∈ Uj})→(epkCHET,j, etdCHET,j,hj,rj,Tj):
For a message of knowledge mj on the blockchain, the knowledge owner uj computes the
hash value hj and sets the access policy. Note that the knowledge mj can be stored either in
plaintext or ciphertext, allowing the owner uj to employ ciphertext as a means to safeguard
data privacy. Specifically, uj selects primes pj,2, qj,2 and sets Nj,2 = pj,2qj,2. Compute dj,2 that
ejdj,2 ≡ 1 mod (pj,2 − 1)(qj,2 − 1) as the ephemeral trapdoor of CHET etdCHET,j. Choose
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a hash function Gj,2 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗Nj,2
and select (ej, Nj,1, Gj,1, Nj,2, Gj,2) as the ephemeral

public key epkCHET,j. Subsequently, uj generates the hash of mj as hj = (hj,1, hj,2), and for
z ∈ {1, 2},

hj,z = Gj,z

(
VIDuj , mj, Gj,1, Nj,1, Gj,2, Nj,2

)
r

ej
j,z mod Nj,z,

where rj,1, rj,2 are random values and rj = (rj,1, rj,2). To set the access policy, the knowl-
edge owner uj selects a random value t ∈ Zp and calculates the trapdoor ciphertext
Tj,0 = (Tj,0,1, Tj,0,2) = (dj,1 ⊕ Gj,1(e(g, g)t), dj,2 ⊕ Gj,2(e(g, g)t)). Subsequently, uj selects
a list Uj = {u1, u2, · · · , un} with n members who have the adapting right and expands
the number of elements to N with fuzzy identities as U ′j = {u1, u2, · · · , un, u′n+1, · · · , u′N},
U ′′j = {u1, u2, · · · , un, u′′n+1, · · · , u′′N} before the generation of polynomial functions. Note
that to weaken the correlation between the two functions, the fuzzy identities of each
polynomial function are unique. In addition, the fuzzy identities are selected to avoid
affecting the Match phase. Then, uj generates

f1(x) =r1

N

∏
i=1,u′i∈U

′
j

(
x− H1

(
IDu′i

))
=

N

∑
l=0

al xl ,

f2(x) =r2

N

∏
i=1,u′′i ∈U

′′
j

(
x− H1

(
IDu′′i

))
+ t =

N

∑
l=0

bl xl ,

where r1, r2 ∈ Zp are random values.
Then, uj computes the search ciphertext Tj,1 as

Tj,1 = (Tj,1,N , Tj,1,N−1, · · · , Tj,1,1, Tj,1,0),

Tj,1,l = g
al
s , 1 ≤ l ≤ N,

Tj,1,0 = ga0 ,

and the return ciphertext Tj,2 as

Tj,2 = (Tj,2,N , Tj,2,N−1, · · · , Tj,2,1, Tj,2,0),

Tj,2,l = g
bl
s , 1 ≤ l ≤ N,

Tj,1,0 = gb0 ,

with mpk. Then, uj sets the match ciphertext Tj = (Tj,0, Tj,1, Tj,2).
Finally, uj sends (epkCHET,j, VIDuj , hj, rj, Tj) to the service nodes. Note that with the

message above, the service nodes cannot obtain IDuj .
Verify (epkCHET,j, VIDuj , mj, hj, rj) → Vj: After the service nodes receive the mes-

sage, every node can verify the hash. Specifically, with epkCHET,j, the node checks hj,1
?
=

Gj,1(VIDuj , mj, Gj,1, Nj,1, Gj,2, Nj,2)r
ej
j,1 and hj,2

?
= Gj,2(VIDuj , mj, Gj,1, Nj,1, Gj,2, Nj,2)r

ej
j,2. If

all checks hold, the node returns the result Vj = 1 and otherwise returns Vj = 0.
Match (VIDuk , Tj, Kk) → Rk: To find the editable message for uk on the blockchain,

the user uk sends a request to the service nodes, and the service nodes return the message
to uk. Specifically, with skIBE,k = gsk,0sH1(IDuk ), uk calculates the match key Kk as

Kk = (Kk,N , Kk,N−1, · · · , Kk,1, Kk,0),

Kk,m = gsksk,0sH1(IDuk )
m

, 1 ≤ m ≤ N,

Kk,0 = gsk ,
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where sk is a random value, and it sets the edit re-encryption key rskk = sk. Then, uk sends
Kk to the service nodes. Note that with Kk, the service nodes cannot obtain IDuj . After
receiving Kk, with Tj,1, the service nodes calculate

Mk,j =
N

∏
l=1

e

(
Tj,1,l , K

1
sk,0
k,l

)
· e
(
Tj,1,0, Kk,0

)
to match uk with uj’s message and then check Mj,k

?
= e(g, g)0. If uk ∈Uj, Mj,k = e(g, g)0;

otherwise, the service nodes cannot obtain any information from Mj,k. Then, with Tj,2, the
service nodes calculate

Rk,j,0 =
N

∏
l=1

e

(
Tj,2,l , K

1
sk,0
k,l

)
· e
(
Tj,2,0, Kk,0

)
=e(g, g)skt,

and select Rk,j = (Rk,j,0, epkCHET,j, VIDuj , mj, hj, rj, Tj). Finally, the service nodes return the
set of match results Rk = {Rk,j|Mk,j = e(g, g)0} to uk.

Edit (rskk, Rk) → (m′j, r′j): Receiving the set of match results from the service nodes,
uk obtains the edit privilege. Our constructions provide support for both on-chain storage
and hybrid storage approaches. In the interest of conciseness, we will focus on hybrid
storage. Specifically, uk first verifies the hash as the phase of Verify. If Vj = 1, with

Rk,j,0 = e(g, g)skt and the edit re-encryption key rskk = sk, uk computes (e(g, g)skt)
1
sk =

e(g, g)t and Tj,0,1 ⊕ Gj,1(e(g, g)t) = dj,1, Tj,0,2 ⊕ Gj,2(e(g, g)t) = dj,2. Subsequently, for
z ∈ {1, 2}, uk computes

r′j,z =
(

hj,z

(
Gj,z

(
VIDuj , m′j, Gj,1, Nj,1, Gj,2, Nj,2

))−1
)dj,z

mod Nj,z,

and sets r′j = (r′j,1, r′j,2) to change mj to m′j and then checks hj,1
?
=Gj,1(VIDuj , m′j, Gj,1, Nj,1, Gj,2,

Nj,2)r′j,1
ej and hj,2

?
=Gj,2(VIDuj , m′j, Gj,1, Nj,1, Gj,2, Nj,2)r′j,2

ej . Next, uk sends (VIDuj , VIDuk , m′j,
r′j) to the service nodes by encapsulating it within a transaction. If all checks hold, the
service nodes submit the updated data (VIDuj , VIDuk , m′j, r′j) to the blockchain, ensuring
that the original data are modified while preserving the integrity of the hash value.

Trace VIDuk → IDuk : If an editor is found to display malicious behaviors, the consor-
tium nodes will reveal their actual identity to the public for penalties. Specifically, if the
malicious behaviors of uk are found, with the virtual identity VIDuk , the consortium nodes
will find the associated actual identity IDuk and reveal it to the public to stop the service to
uk and impose penalties on the editor.

4.2. Proposed PIRB-II
4.2.1. Main Idea

PIRB-I addresses the challenge in one-way access control scenarios; however, the
absence of predetermined owner selection may lead to the excessive influx of messages for
editors. In light of this, we introduce PIRB-II, which empowers editors to establish policies
for owner selection. This refinement aims to mitigate the issue of message overload for
editors, enhancing the overall system’s efficiency and functionality. To enable bilateral
access control, PIRB-II is different in the Hash and Match phases from PIRB-I. Specifically,
the match key of the owner and the match ciphertext of the editor are also needed in
the Match phase. To preserve the match privacy, the owner and the editor, respectively,
generate the match ciphertext and key with a random value.
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4.2.2. Detailed Construction

PIRB-II consists of seven phases, i.e., Setup, KeyGen, Hash, Verify, Match, Edit,
Trace. We highlight the Hash and Match phases in PIRB-II, which are different from those
in PIRB-I. The workflow of PIRB-II is shown in Figure 3.

1.1. Setup
𝜆 → mpk,msk

1.2. Setup

𝜆 → pkCHET,j, ltdCHET,j

2. KeyGen
msk, 𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑖 → 𝑉𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑖 , skIBE,i, rskIBE,i

3. Hash

pkCHET,j, skIBE,j, 𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑗 , 𝑉𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑗 , 𝑚𝑗 , 𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑖 𝑢𝑖 ∈ 𝑈𝑗

→ epkCHET,j, etdCHET,j, ℎ𝑗 , 𝑟𝑗 , 𝑇𝑗 , 𝐾𝑗

4. Verify

epkCHET,j, 𝑉𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑗 , 𝑚𝑗 , ℎ𝑗 , 𝑟𝑗 → 𝑉𝑗

5.2. Match

𝑉𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑗 , 𝑉𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑘 , 𝑇𝑗 , 𝐾𝑗 , 𝑇𝑘 , 𝐾𝑘 → 𝑅𝑘

5.1. Match

skIBE,k, 𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑘 , 𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑖 𝑢𝑖 ∈ 𝑈𝑘
→ rskk, 𝑇𝑘 , 𝐾𝑘

6.1. Edit
𝑅𝑘 → (𝑚𝑗

′, 𝑟𝑗
′)

6.2. Edit

𝑉𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑘 , 𝑇𝑗 → 𝑀𝑘,𝑗
′

𝑉𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑗 , skIBE,j

epkCHET,j, 𝑉𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑗 , ℎ𝑗 , 𝑟𝑗 , 𝑇𝑗 , 𝐾𝑗

𝑉𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑘 , 𝑇𝑘 , 𝐾𝑘

𝑉𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑘 , skIBE,k

𝑅𝑘

𝑉𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑘 , 𝑉𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑗 , 𝑚𝑗
′, 𝑟𝑗

′

𝐾𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑙𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 𝑂𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑗 𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑢𝑚 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝐾𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑙𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑘

𝑉𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑗 , rskIBE,j ,

𝑉𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑘 , rskIBE,k

7. Trace
𝑉𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑘 → 𝐼𝐷𝑢𝑘

Figure 3. Workflow of PIRB-II.

Setup λ→ (mpk,msk, pkCHET,j, ltdCHET,j): The phase of Setup is the same as PIRB-I.
KeyGen (msk, {IDui |ui ∈ U}) → ({VIDui |ui ∈ U}, {skIBE,i|ui ∈ U}, {rskIBE,i|ui ∈

U}): The phase of KeyGen is the same as PIRB-I.
Hash (pkCHET,j, skIBE,k, IDuj , VIDuj , mj, {IDui |ui ∈ Uj})→ (epkCHET,j, etdCHET,j, hj,

rj, Tj, Kj): For a message of knowledge mj in plaintext or ciphertext on the blockchain, the
knowledge owner uj computes the hash value hj and sets the access policy. Specifically,
as in PIRB-I, uj selects primes pj,2, qj,2, computes Nj,2, dj,2 and chooses a hash function Gj,2.
Then, uj selects epkCHET,j = (ej, Nj,1, Gj,1, Nj,2, Gj,2) and etdCHET,j = dj,2. Subsequently, uj
generates the hash hj and sets rj = (rj,1, rj,2). To set the access policy, the knowledge owner
uj selects a random value t ∈ Zp, calculates the trapdoor ciphertext Tj,0, selects a list Uj and
expands the number of elements to N with fuzzy identities as U ′j ,U ′′j as in PIRB-I before
the generation of polynomial functions. Then, uj generates

f j,1(x) =r1

N

∏
i=1,u′i∈U

′
j

(
x− H1

(
IDu′i

))
− sj =

N

∑
l=0

al xl ,

f j,2(x) =r2

N

∏
i=1,u′′i ∈U

′′
j

(
x− H1

(
IDu′′i

))
+ t− sj =

N

∑
l=0

bl xl ,

where r1, r2, sj ∈ Zp are random values.
Then, uj computes the search ciphertext Tj,1 and the return ciphertext Tj,2 as in PIRB-I,

with mpk and sets the match ciphertext Tj = (Tj,0, Tj,1, Tj,2). Subsequently, with skIBE,k, uj
generates the match key Kj as

Kj = (Kj,N , Kj,N−1, · · · , Kj,1, Kj,0),

Kj,l = gsjsj,0sH1(IDuj )
l
, 1 ≤ l ≤ N,

Kj,0 = gsj ,

Finally, uj submits (epkCHET,j, VIDuj , hj, rj, Tj, Kj) to the blockchain.
Verify (epkCHET,j, VIDuj , mj, hj, rj)→ Vj: The phase of Verify is the same as in PIRB-I.
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Match (VIDuk , VIDuj , Tj, Kj, Tk, Kk) → Rk: To find the editable message for uk on
the blockchain, the user uk sends a request to the service nodes, and the service nodes
return the message to uk. Specifically, uk selects a list Uk = {uk,1, uk,2, · · · , uk,nk

} with
nk interested owners and expands the number of elements to N with fuzzy identities as
U ′k = {uk,1, uk,2, · · · , uk,nk

, u′k,nk+1, · · · , u′k,N} before the generation of polynomial functions.
Then, uk generates

fk(x) = r3

N

∏
i=1,u′i∈U

′
k

(
x− H1

(
IDu′i

))
+ sk =

N

∑
m=0

cmxm,

where r3, sk are random values, and it computes the match ciphertext

Tk = (Tk,N , Tk,N−1, · · · , Tk,1, Tk,0),

Tk,m = g
cm
s , 1 ≤ m ≤ N,

Tk,0 = ga0 ,
with mpk. Subsequently, with skIBE,k, uk calculates the match key Kk as in PIRB-I and sets
the edit re-encryption key rskk = sk. Then, uk sends (VIDuk , Tk, Kk) to the service nodes.
With rskIBE,k = sk,0 and rskIBE,j = sj,0, the service nodes calculate

Mk,j =
N

∏
l=1

e

(
Tj,1,l , K

1
sk,0
k,l

)
· e
(
Tj,1,0, Kk,0

)
·

N

∏
m=1

e

(
Tk,l , K

1
sj,0
j,l

)
· e
(
Tk,0, Kj,0

)
,

with Tj,1 to match uk with uj’s message and check Mj,k
?
= e(g, g)sk(−sj)+sjsk = e(g, g)0. If

Mj,k = e(g, g)0, uk ∈ Uj and uj ∈ Uk; otherwise, with the random values sj, sk, the service
nodes cannot obtain any information from Mj,k. Then, with Tj,2, the service nodes calculate

Rk,j,0 =
N

∏
l=1

e

(
Tj,2,l , K

1
sk,0
k,l

)
· e
(
Tj,1,0, Kk,0

)
·

N

∏
m=1

e

(
Tk,m, K

1
sj,0
j,m

)
· e
(
Tk,0, Kj,0

)
=e(g, g)sk(−sj)+skt · e(g, g)sjsk = e(g, g)skt,

and select Rk,j = (Rk,j,0, epkCHET,j, VIDuj , mj, hj, rj, Tj). Finally, the service nodes return the
set of match results Rk = {Rk,j|Mk,j = e(g, g)0} to uk.

Edit (rskk, Rk)→ (m′j, r′j): The phase of Edit is the same as in PIRB-I.
Trace VIDuk → IDuk : The phase of Trace is the same as in PIRB-I.

5. Theoretical Analysis
5.1. Correctness Analysis

We provide a correctness analysis for the Match and Edit phases in PIRB.

Theorem 1. In PIRB-I, if and only if (uk ∈ Uj) holds, the service node obtains a successful match
between the owner uj and the editor uk. Otherwise, the service node cannot obtain any meaningful
match result.

Proof. If (uk ∈ Uj), IDuk is used to generate the polynomial function f1. Then, in the
Match phase, with Tj,1, Kk and rskIBE,k = sk,0, the service nodes compute

Mk,j =
N

∏
l=1

e

(
Tj,1,l , K

1
sk,0
k,l

)
· e
(
Tj,1,0, Kk,0

)
=

N

∏
l=1

e
(

g
al
s , gsksH1(IDuk )

l
)
· e(ga0 , gsk )

=e(g, g)
sk

(
N
∑

l=0
al H1(IDuk )

l
)

,
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and obtain Mk,j = e(g, g)0. Similarly, if (uk ∈ Uj), IDuk is used to generate the polynomial
function f2. Then, with Tj,2, Kk and rskIBE,k = sk,0, the service nodes similarly compute

Rk,j,0 =
N

∏
l=1

e

(
Tj,2,l , K

1
sk,0
k,l

)
· e
(
Tj,2,0, Kk,0

)
=

N

∏
l=1

e
(

g
bl
s , gsksH1(IDuk )

l
)
· e
(

gb0 , gsk
)

=e(g, g)
sk

(
N
∑

l=0
bl H1(IDuk )

l
)
= e(g, g)skt,

and return the match result to the editor uk. Otherwise, the service nodes cannot obtain
Mk,j = e(g, g)0 or Rk,j,0 = e(g, g)skt. Thus, Theorem 1 is proven.

Theorem 2. In PIRB-II, if and only if (uk ∈ Uj) ∧ (uj ∈ Uk) holds, the service nodes obtain a
successful match between the owner uj and the editor uk. Otherwise, the service nodes cannot obtain
any meaningful match result.

Proof. Similar to Theorem 1, if (uk ∈ Uj) ∧ (uj ∈ Uk), IDuk is used to generate the poly-
nomial functions f j,1 and f j,2, and IDuj is used to generate the polynomial function fk.
Then, in the Match phase, with Tj,1, Kk, rskIBE,k = sk,0 and rskIBE,j = sj,0, the service nodes
compute

Mk,j =
N

∏
l=1

e

(
Tj,1,l , K

1
sk,0
k,l

)
· e
(
Tj,1,0, Kk,0

)
·

N

∏
m=1

e

(
Tk,m, K

1
sj,0
j,m

)
· e
(
Tk,0, Kj,0

)
=

N

∏
l=1

e
(

g
al
s , gsksH1(IDuk )

l
)
· e(ga0 , gsk ) ·

N

∏
m=1

e
(

g
cm
s , gsjsH1

(
IDuj

)m)
· e(gc0 , gsj)

=e(g, g)
sk

(
N
∑

l=0
al H1(IDuk )

l
)
+sj

(
N
∑

m=0
cm H1

(
IDuj

)m
)

=e(g, g)sk(−sj) · e(g, g)sjsk = e(g, g)0.

Then, with Tj,2, Kk, rskIBE,k = sk,0 and rskIBE,j = sj,0, the service nodes similarly compute

Rk,j,0 =
N

∏
l=1

e

(
Tj,2,l , K

1
sk,0
k,l

)
· e
(
Tj,2,0, Kk,0

)
·

N

∏
m=1

e

(
Tk,m, K

1
sj,0
j,m

)
· e
(
Tk,0, Kj,0

)
=

N

∏
l=1

e
(

g
bl
s , gsksH1(IDuk )

l
)
· e
(

gb0 , gsk
)
·

N

∏
m=1

e
(

g
cm
s , gsjsH1

(
IDuj

)m)
· e(gc0 , gsj)

=e(g, g)
sk

(
N
∑

l=0
bl H1(IDuk )

l
)
+sj

(
N
∑

m=0
cm H1

(
IDuj

)m
)

=e(g, g)sk(−sj)+skt · e(g, g)sjsk = e(g, g)skt,
and return the match result to the editor uk. Otherwise, the service nodes cannot obtain
Mk,j = e(g, g)0 or Rk,j,0 = e(g, g)skt. Thus, Theorem 2 is proven.

Theorem 3. In PIRB-I and PIRB-II, if and only if the editor uk receives the result of a successful
match with the owner uj and has the edit re-encryption key rskk = sk, uk obtains uj’s trapdoors
(i.e., the long-term trapdoor and the ephemeral trapdoor) of CHET and edits the message mj to m′j.
Otherwise, the editor cannot obtain the edit privilege.

Proof. In both PIRB-I and PIRB-II, if the service nodes obtain a successful match between
the owner uj and the editor uk, the editor uk receives e(g, g)skt from the match result. If uk
has the edit re-encryption key rskk = sk, uk computes
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(e(g, g)skt)
1
sk = e(g, g)t.

Moreover, with the trapdoor ciphertext Tj,0, uk computes

Tj,0,1 ⊕ Gj,1(e(g, g)t) = dj,1, Tj,0,2 ⊕ Gj,2(e(g, g)t) = dj,2,

to obtain the long-term trapdoor dj,1 and the ephemeral trapdoor dj,2. To edit the message
mj to m′j, with dj,1 and dj,2, for z ∈ {1, 2}, uk computes

r′j,z =
(

hj,z

(
Gj,z

(
VIDuj , m′j, Gj,1, Nj,1, Gj,2, Nj,2

))−1
)dj,z

mod Nj,z,

so that

r′j,z
ej =

((
hj,z

(
Gj,z

(
VIDuj , m′j, Gj,1, Nj,1, Gj,2, Nj,2

))−1
)dj,z

)ej

mod Nj,z

= hj,z

(
Gj,z

(
m′j, Gj,1, Nj,1, Gj,2, Nj,2

))−1
mod Nj,z,

Gj,z

(
m′j, Gj,1, Nj,1, Gj,2, Nj,2

)
r′j,z

ej mod Nj,z = hj,z.

Thus, uk obtains valid randomness r′ to edit mj to m′j without changing the hash
hj = (hj,1, hj,2). Otherwise, uk cannot obtain the trapdoors of CHET and the valid random-
ness r′. Thus, Theorem 3 is proven.

5.2. Security Analysis

In the security analysis, we prove the privacy preservation (i.e., trapdoor, identity,
policy, and match privacy) and accountability of PIRB.

Theorem 4. Our encryption approach is secure under the chosen-plaintext attack model.

Proof. As shown in Algorithm 1, we provide an experiment between challenger C and
adversary A. Based on the experiment, we define security under the CPA model as

AdvIND−CPA
A (λ) = |Pr[b′ = b|A(DB0, DB1, T)]− 1

2
| ≤ ε,

where ε is negligible.

Algorithm 1 An experiment between the adversary and the challenger

Setup: The challenger C selects a random value s ∈ Zp to denote the master secret key

and initializes (g
1
s , H1[·], H2[·], Ψ) to denote the master public key.

Phase1: The adversary A applies for the secret key from C. Then, C selects a random
value sA,0 ∈ Zp to denote the re-encryption key and generates and then publishes the
secret key gsA,0sH1(IDA) without sA,0.
Challenge: A chooses the secret key gsA,0sH1(IDA) and two databases DB0 =
(t0,1, t0,2, · · · , t0,n) and DB1 = (t1,1, t1,2, · · · , t1,n), where {tz,i}n

i=0 ⊆ Zp for z ∈ {0, 1}.
C tosses a random binary coin b ∈ {0, 1} beyond the purview of A. Then, C selects
{ri}n

i=0 ⊆ Zp and generates the polynomial coefficients with the identity policy including
the adversary A’s identity. Subsequently, C encrypts {tb,i}n

i=0 ⊆ Zp to the ciphertexts
T = {Ti}n

i=0 and publishes the ciphertexts.
Guess: A submits the guess b′.

Assume that DB0 = (t0,1, t0,2, · · · , t0,n) is the encrypted database. In the Challenge
phase, for i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}, the challenger C picks ri ∈ Zp and selects the list
U ′ = {u1, u2, · · · , un, u′n+1, · · · , u′N} where u ∈ U ′. Then, C generates the polynomial
coefficients {bi,l}N

l=0 where
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ri

N

∏
l=1,u′l∈U ′

(
x− H1

(
IDu′l

))
+ t0,i =

N

∑
l=0

bi,l xl .

Subsequently, C generates

Ti = (Ti,N , Ti,N−1, · · · , Ti,1, Ti,0),

Ti,l = g
bl
s , 1 ≤ l ≤ N,

Ti,0 = gb0 ,
and publishes the ciphertexts.

To estimate the encrypted database, the adversary A selects sA ∈ Zp and computes

K = (KN , KN−1, · · · , K1, K0),

Kl = gsAsA,0sH1(IDA)
l
, 1 ≤ l ≤ N,

K0 = gsA .
Then, the adversary A attempts to decrypt the encryption. However, without the

re-encryption key sA,0, Amust set s′A,0 as a random value and compute

R′ =
N

∏
l=1

e

(
Tj,2,l , K

1
s′A,0
k,l

)
· e
(
Tj,2,0, Kk,0

)
=e(g, g)

sA

(
sA,0
s′A,0

(
N
∑

l=1
bl H1(IDA)

l
)
+b0

)
,

which is not equal to R = e(g, g)sAt. Subsequently, A computes R′
1

sA , which can only be
considered as a random value. In addition, if there are two trapdoors t0,i and t0,j in DB0,
with the different random values ri and rj, C returns two different ciphertexts Ti and Tj,
whichA cannot distinguish. Then,A can only select b′ = 0 or b′ = 1 at random. Therefore,

AdvIND−CPA
A (λ) = |Pr[b′ = b|A(DB0, DB1, T)]− 1

2
| ≤ ε,

where ε is negligible. In addition, without the master secret key s, A cannot forge other
secret keys. Therefore, Theorem 4 is proven.

Theorem 5. Our proxy re-encryption approach for the Match phase is secure under the chosen-
plaintext attack model.

Proof. Similar to Theorem 4, we can establish the security of the proposed proxy re-
encryption technique under the chosen-plaintext attack model. Without the edit re-
encryption key sA,0, A cannot obtain any information from the ciphertexts or the match
results. Therefore, the detailed proof can be omitted.

Theorem 6. If Theorems 4 and 5 are proven, for any adversary, the trapdoor, policy, identity, and
match privacy will not be disclosed.

Proof. In our work, the knowledge owner cannot receive any response or data from
other entities, and the knowledge editor can only receive the match results from the
service nodes. Since the security of our encryption and proxy re-encryption approaches
is demonstrated under the chosen-plaintext attack model, the owner and editor cannot
obtain other trapdoors with their secret keys but the edit privilege. Since Theorem 5 is
proven, the service nodes cannot obtain the trapdoor with the match ciphertext, match
key, re-encryption key, and match results. Then, nobody can break the trapdoor privacy.
Without the master secret key s and the edit re-encryption key sA, the service nodes cannot
forge secret keys from the received match keys or infer the editor A’s identity. Moreover,
without the re-encryption key sA,0, the editor A also cannot forge secret keys from his or
her own secret key. Then, the identity privacy is preserved. For the editor or the other
entities, it is difficult to infer policy content or the exact policy size from the ciphertext,
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which preserves policy privacy. In addition, in PIRB-II, it is also difficult to distinguish
which identity is unsuitable for the policy as the service nodes must execute the complete
Match phase to obtain the match results, which preserves the match privacy. Therefore,
Theorem 6 is proven.

Theorem 7. Any editor with malicious behaviors can be traced in PIRB.

Proof. An editor can engage in malicious behaviors in the Match and Edit phases. In the
Match phase, the editor A can generate the match key without the random value sA as

K′ = (K′N , K′N−1, · · · , K′1, K′0),

K′l = gsA,0sH1(IDA)
l
, 1 ≤ l ≤ N,

K′0 = g,
to break the trapdoor privacy. Specifically, the service nodes can compute

R′ =
N

∏
l=1

e
(

Tj,2,l , K′k,l

1
sA,0

)
· e
(

Tj,2,0, K′k,0

)

=e(g, g)

(
N
∑

l=1
bl H1(IDA)

l+b0

)
= e(g, g)t,

to directly obtain the trapdoor. However, since Theorem 6 is proven, A cannot forge secret
keys from his or her own secret key. Then, to execute the Match phase,Amust generate the
match key with his or her own secret key and provide the virtual identity VIDuA for the
associated re-encryption key sA,0. With VIDuA , the consortium nodes can trace the editor
mathcalA. Similarly, if the editor A displays illegal edit behaviors, A can still be traced
with the virtual identity VIDuA . Therefore, Theorem 7 is proven.

5.3. Complexity Analysis

In the complexity analysis, we analyze the computational complexity and communica-
tion complexity among the consortium blockchain schemes supporting one policy for a
batch of users, i.e., DerlerNDSS19, XuTIFS23, PIRB-I and PIRB-II. The complexity analysis
results are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Theoretical computational complexity and communication complexity.

Scheme Entity Computational Complexity Communication Complexity

DerlerNDSS19

Knowledge Owner O(NP)Te +O(1)Tp +O(NP)Th +O(1)TSE O(NP)|1λ|

Service Node — (φo + φsφe)O(NP)|1λ|

Knowledge Editor φs(O(NP)Te+O(1)Tp+O(NP)Th+O(1)TSD) φsO(NP)|1λ|

XuTIFS23

Knowledge Owner O(NP)Te +O(1)Tp +O(NP)Th +O(1)TSE O(NP)|1λ|

Service Node — (φo + φsφe)O(NP)|1λ|

Knowledge Editor φs(O(NP)Te+O(1)Tp+O(NP)Th+O(1)TSD) φsO(NP)|1λ|

PIRB-I

Knowledge Owner O(N)Te +O(1)Tp +O(N)Th O(N)|1λ|

Service Node φoφe(O(N)Te +O(N)Tp) (φo+φe)O(N)|1λ|+φsφeO(1)|1λ|

Knowledge Editor O(N)Te + φs(O(1)Te +O(1)Th) O(N)|1λ|+ φsO(1)|1λ|

PIRB-II

Knowledge Owner 1.5O(N)Te +O(1)Tp +O(N)Th 1.5O(N)|1λ|

Service Node 2φoφe(O(N)Te +O(N)Tp) 2(φo+φe)O(N)|1λ|+φ′sφeO(1)|1λ|

Knowledge Editor 2O(N)Te + φs(O(1)Te +O(1)Th) 2O(N)|1λ|+ φ′sO(1)|1λ|

Notation Introduction. In Table 3, N is the preset maximum policy size in PIRB, and
NP denotes the size of the policy. Tp, Th, Te, TSE and TSD denote the time for executing an
operation of pairing, hash, exponent, symmetric encryption, and symmetric decryption, re-
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spectively. φo, φs and φe denote the number of total knowledge owners, suitable knowledge
owners and knowledge editors, respectively. Note that the number of knowledge editors is
the number of required knowledge editors for the match and edit service per unit of time.
In PIRB-II, the number of suitable knowledge owners is actually lower compared to other
schemes, denoted as φ′s. Moreover, the constant coefficients in the complexity analysis of
PIRB-II serve the purpose of facilitating a comparative evaluation with PIRB-I.

Complexity Analysis Results. From Table 3, on the knowledge owner side, the com-
putational and communication complexity in PIRB are, respectively, O(N)Te +O(1)Tp +

O(N)Th and O(N)|1λ|, which is similar to other schemes. On the service node side, the
computational and communication complexity in PIRB are, respectively, φoφe(O(N)Te +
O(N)Tp) and (φo + φe)O(N)|1λ| + φsφeO(1)|1λ|, which is slightly higher than other
schemes. This is because, in PIRB, to find suitable owners while hiding the policies,
we designed the Match phase, and the service nodes perform the phase to decrease the
overheads of the knowledge editors. On the knowledge editor side, the computational
and communication complexity in PIRB are, respectively, O(N)Te + φs(O(1)Te +O(1)Th)
and O(N)|1λ|+ φsO(1)|1λ|, which is much lower than DerlerNDSS19 and XuTIFS23. This
is because the service nodes bear the overheads of pairing to reduce the computational
complexity and perform the Match phase to prevent the editors from searching for suitable
owners to reduce the communication complexity. Moreover, because the exact number
of exponent operations in PIRB is much lower than in DerlerNDSS19 and XuTIFS23, the
total overhead in PIRB is also lower. PIRB-I and PIRB-II involve a trade-off between
computational and communication complexity.

6. Performance Evaluation

In this section, based on an original model deployed on the FISCO blockchain, we
evaluate the performance of our schemes, i.e., PIRB-I and PIRB-II, compared with two
recent redactable blockchain schemes, DerlerNDSS19 [18] and XuTIFS23 [19].

6.1. Experimental Configuration

We deploy the FISCO blockchain on a Ubuntu-18.04.6 virtual machine created on
the VMware Workstation 16 Pro, with 4 CPUs with 4GB RAM and 20 GB SCSI. Our
implementation and execution of the prototype are conducted on a laptop with 64-bit CPU,
Windows 10, Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-10510U 1.80 GHz with 16 GB of RAM. In DerlerNDSS19,
XuTIFS23 and our own works, we employ the Java programming language and utilize the
JPBC library to realize the computational function, choosing the Type A curve with 80-bit
security. Note that since PIRB does not rely on a specific curve, the experimental results
can be extrapolated to curves with elevated security parameters, despite the trade-off
between the security level and efficiency. To ensure statistical robustness, each experiment
is executed ten times, and the resultant average running time is computed as the definitive
experimental outcome. The policy size, which is a key parameter in DerlerNDSS19 and
XuTIFS23, ranges from 10 to 100, aligning with the preset maximum policy size in our
constructions.

6.2. Experimental Evaluation

We focus on the computational overheads of the Hash, Match and Edit phases.
On the knowledge owner side. We evaluate the computational and communication

costs on the worker side and illustrate the experimental results in Figure 4. Particularly,
because the computational and communication overhead is only correlated with the policy
size in DerlerNDSS19, XuTIFS23 and the preset maximum policy size in our constructions,
we consider the policy size from 10 to 100. The security parameter λ is set to 80. Figure 4a
shows that PIRB-I and PIRB-II are more efficient than DerlerNDSS19 and XuTIFS23 regard-
ing the computational costs. This is because an owner executes at least 12NP hash and 12NP
exponent operations in DerlerNDSS19 and XuTIFS23; however, an owner executes only N
hash and 2N exponent operations in PIRB-I and N hash and 3N exponent operations in
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PIRB-II. In addition, Figure 4a shows that the computational overheads of all four schemes
grow linearly with the size of the policies. Figure 4b shows that the four schemes have
similar communication costs.
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Figure 4. Computational and communication costs with respect to policy size on the owner side.
(a) Computational costs with respect to policy size on the owner side. (b) Communication costs with
respect to policy size on the owner side.

On the service nodes. Next, we evaluate the computational costs on the service nodes
for an editor and illustrate the experimental results in Figure 5. Specifically, we consider the
number of owners from 10 to 100 and set the preset maximum policy size as 10, 20, 50 and
100. As Figure 5 shows, the service nodes execute φo N + φsN and 2φo N + 2φ′sN exponent
and pairing operations in PIRB-I and PIRB-II, respectively, where φ′s < φs actually.
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Figure 5. Computational costs with respect to number of owners on the edge devices. (a) Compu-
tational costs with respect to number of owners with policy size 10. (b) Computational costs with
respect to number of owners with policy size 20. (c) Computational costs with respect to number of
workers with policy size 50. (d) Computational costs with respect to number of workers with policy
size 100.

On the knowledge editor side. Finally, we evaluate the computational and commu-
nication costs on the editor side and illustrate the experimental results in Figures 6 and 7.
Particularly, because the computational and communication overhead is correlated with
the policy size, the suitable owner number in DerlerNDSS19 and XuTIFS23 and the preset
maximum policy size, the suitable owner number, in our constructions, we consider the pol-
icy size from 10 to 100 and set the number of suitable owners as 10, 20, 50 and 100. Notably,
the number of suitable owners in PIRB-II is actually less than in other schemes. Therefore,
we set the number of suitable owners as 5, 10, 25 and 50. The security parameter λ is set to
80. Figure 6 shows that PIRB-I and PIRB-II have better computational performance than
DerlerNDSS19 and XuTIFS23. This is because an editor executes at least 12φsNP hash and
12φsNP exponent operations in DerlerNDSS19 and XuTIFS23; however, an owner executes
only φs hash and N + φs exponent operations in PIRB-I and φs hash and 2N + φs exponent
operations in PIRB-II. Figure 7 shows that PIRB-I and PIRB-II have lower communication
costs than DerlerNDSS19 and XuTIFS23. This is because, in DerlerNDSS19 and XuTIFS23,
the communication costs are 80φs(3NP + 2) and 80φs(3NP + 4), respectively, which brings
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overheads proportional to the number of suitable owners φs. However, in PIRB-I and
PIRB-II, with the Match phase to decrease the communication costs, the communication
costs are 80(N + 4φs) and 80(2N + 4φ′s), respectively, where φ′s < φs actually. Notably,
Figures 6 and 7 show that PIRB-I and PIRB-II involve a trade-off between computational
and communication overheads. Specifically, while PIRB-I demonstrates superior compu-
tational efficiency compared to PIRB-II, PIRB-II exhibits a distinct advantage in terms of
communication overhead. This is due to the growing number of suitable owners, leading
to a situation where the advantage of PIRB-I’s uncomplicated policy format is outweighed
by the editors’ policy functionality in PIRB-II, which effectively minimizes the number of
returned match results.
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Figure 6. Computational costs with respect to policy size on the editor side. (a) Computational costs
with respect to policy size with 10 suitable owners. (b) Computational costs with respect to policy
size with 20 suitable owners. (c) Computational costs with respect to policy size with 50 suitable
owners. (d) Computational costs with respect to policy size with 100 suitable owners.
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Figure 7. Communication costs with respect to policy size on the editor side. (a) Communication
costs with respect to policy size with 10 suitable owners. (b) Communication costs with respect
to policy size with 20 suitable owners. (c) Communication costs with respect to policy size with
50 suitable owners. (d) Communication costs with respect to policy size with 100 suitable owners.

7. Related Works

This section introduces the related works on redactable blockchain and identity-
based encryption.

In recent years, several redactable blockchain schemes have been proposed. For
identity-based scenarios, Ateniese et al. [36] introduced the pioneering concept of an
identity-based chameleon hash. However, this scheme exhibits susceptibility to key expo-
sure unless an identity is never reused. Addressing this concern, Chen et al. [16] presented
an identity-based chameleon hash scheme without key exposure in the random oracle
model, and Bao et al. [37] subsequently proposed a hierarchical extension. Seeking to
enhance the security, Xie et al. [30] devised an identity-based chameleon hash scheme
within the standard model. Expanding upon this, Li et al. [31] formulated an efficient
identity-based chameleon hash scheme to optimize the size of public parameters and
reduce computational complexity. Building upon this groundwork [16], Zhou et al. [17]
introduced an identity-based fine-grained redactable blockchain. However, the aforemen-
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tioned identity-based schemes are limited in their capacity to support flexible policies and
to implement bilateral access control.

Hence, we then focus on policy-based redactable blockchain schemes that offer the
capacity for flexible policies. Ateniese et al. [24] introduced the pioneering redactable
blockchain leveraging chameleon hash techniques, securing the trapdoor through pub-
lic key infrastructure for trapdoor access control. However, this scheme suffers from
limitations such as inflexible privilege management due to a single fixed public key, com-
promising modifier identity privacy and susceptibility to collision vulnerabilities. Moreover,
the scheme grants the modifier excessive rewriting power at the block level, failing to ac-
commodate finer-grained transaction-level needs. Seeking enhanced security and flexibility,
Derler et al. [18] devised the policy-based chameleon hash (PCH) framework, integrating
chameleon hash with ephemeral trapdoors (CHET) and attribute-based encryption (ABE).
CHET introduces a safeguard against collisions by combining long-term and ephemeral
trapdoors, while ABE imparts flexibility and privacy preservation through the linear secret-
sharing scheme. Subsequently, Tian et al. [26] extended PCH with black-box accountability,
yet this introduced inadvertent susceptibility to semi-trusted modifiers due to key leak-
age. To bolster accountability, Xu et al. [19] introduced identity-based signatures with
existential unforgeability and proposed an attribute-based traitor tracing scheme. More-
over, Xu et al. [27] introduced number resistance and expiration dates to govern rewriting
privileges, enforced through double-authentication preventing signatures, supplemented
by a monetary penalty system to deter malicious behavior. For permissionless settings,
Deuber et al. [25] devised an efficient redactable blockchain employing consensus-based
voting. Notably, this solution entails traversing transaction logs for redaction validation
and voting, incurring time costs. In decentralized settings, Jia et al. [28] proposed a de-
centralized chameleon hash for redactable blockchains, collaboratively generating keys
across untrusted blockchain nodes. Ma et al. [29] introduced a decentralized policy-based
chameleon hash employing multi-authority attribute-based encryption to manage editing
privileges. However, the two approaches in [28,29] neglect data and policy privacy and
incur substantial communication overheads for intricate policies. Regrettably, none of
the above schemes preserves policy privacy. Guo et al. [38] proposed a decentralized
policy-hidden fine-grained redactable blockchain. Moreover, in cases involving bilateral
access control scenarios, none of these schemes offer viable solutions.

The encryption of trapdoors in the CHET framework necessitates the use of an identity-
based encryption scheme. The pioneering work by Boneh et al. [35] introduced the first
identity-based encryption scheme utilizing the Weil pairing, achieving chosen-ciphertext
security within the random oracle model. Subsequent efforts by Boneh et al. [39,40] yielded
two distinct schemes, enhancing chosen-ciphertext security within the selective identity
model and the full identity model, respectively. Despite these advancements, concerns
regarding efficiency persist. Waters et al. [41] proposed an efficient identity-based en-
cryption scheme, ensuring chosen-ciphertext security in the full identity model, albeit
relying on numerous public parameters. To mitigate this parameter proliferation, Gentry
et al. [42] presented a practical identity-based encryption scheme. Moreover, efforts to
augment the capabilities of identity-based encryption led to the conception of tightly secure
identity-based encryption [43] and function-private identity-based encryption [44]. How-
ever, a notable limitation among the aforementioned schemes is their inability to achieve
one policy for a batch of users. This gap was addressed by Sun et al. [45] through the
introduction of efficient matchmaking encryption, leveraging polynomial functions to facil-
itate flexible data sharing. Nevertheless, for editors, the absence of an effective matching
mechanism [6,46] introduces the potential for superfluous communication overheads in
the endeavor to select appropriate ciphertexts.

8. Conclusions

In this paper, we have introduced a novel privacy-preserving identity-based redactable
blockchain (PIRB), which leverages the combined techniques of identity-based encryption
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and chameleon hash with ephemeral trapdoors. The PIRB scheme specifically addresses
the need for redactable blockchains in identity-based scenarios, ensuring the preservation
of trapdoor, identity, policy, and match privacy. Notably, PIRB employs a polynomial
function technique to achieve one identity-based policy for a batch of users, offering both
one-way (PIRB-I) and bilateral (PIRB-II) access control paradigms. Moreover, accountabil-
ity is upheld through the utilization of virtual identities. Our constructions have been
rigorously validated through correctness analysis, affirming the successful execution of
match and edit operations. The security analysis under a chosen-plaintext attack attests to
the robust preservation of trapdoor, identity, policy, and match privacy, while also ensuring
accountability. The detailed complexity analysis, along with empirical evidence from a
prototype implementation, underscores the tangible efficiency enhancements that our con-
structions bring to practical deployment. As a direction for future exploration, we envision
augmenting our constructions with fine-grained privilege management encompassing read,
use, and edit privileges, thereby enhancing the adaptability of blockchain technology across
emerging applications.
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